Lab fee hike blamed on increased operating costs

Law school to claim cafeteria space; no new caf plans

Rathskellar Com. to pay for clean-up expenses

Former Mayor of Boston new trustee
Suffolk: a school without a cafeteria

Why bother to vote for your SGA reps?

It's understandable if you're not interested in politics. For some, the entire process can be a thankless one, especially when it comes to student government. Why participate in an election? Why waste your time when the end result is often inconsequential?

The political climate on campus has been described as one of apathy. Many students feel that their voices are not heard, and that the system itself is flawed. The Student Government Association (SGA) is often criticized for its lack of transparency and its inability to address the needs of the student body. Meanwhile, the administration seems to operate in a vacuum, making decisions without consulting the students they serve.

But why not try to effect change? Elections provide an opportunity for students to express their opinions and to demand accountability from the university. By voting, you can help shape the future of Suffolk College and ensure that the college is responsive to the needs of its students.

Suffering seniors

For the inside news and entertainment, turn to the JOURNAL's inside pages each week. CAMPUSTYLE
Overstuffed classes in main course slots

Inter-semester courses are a possibility in January

Two officer posts vacant in council

President Barrie seeks nominations
in brief
High school speech assembly workshops

Two tiny violations during fire drill

Rain washes away activities day

WSFR programming causes rift

Suffolk to receive $18,000 aid from state
Know your insurance needs? Try Finance 3.5
The Greater Boston dormitory crisis: living and coping with indoor frenzy

Colleges squeeze students in, then out, to additional facilities
Rams' ramblings

Mixon, Haskell turn in good times; runners lose

Sports quiz

Women's tennis team topped by Salem State
Sox fans sing same old “wait ‘til next year” tune

 photocopy
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Stiffs more alive than dead, 27-24

by jack reynolds

what was it that made the Stiffs really want to play for a week thing again? maybe it was just the chance to do a sort of benefit for the blind. maybe it was just the chance to play again. maybe it was just the chance to be together. it could have been any of these things, but the fact is that they all had a hand in making the Stiffs so much more alive than they had been in a long time.

the Stiffs were a band that had been around for a long time. they had been around since the sixties. they had been around through all of the various changes in the music scene. they had been around through all of the various changes in the band. they had been around through all of the various changes in the people who were in the band.

and yet, despite all of these changes, the Stiffs had never quite been able to make the same kind of music that they had in the past. they had never quite been able to make the same kind of music that they had in the past. they had never quite been able to make the same kind of music that they had in the past.

but then, one day, they decided to do something about it. they decided to do something about it. they decided to do something about it. they decided to do something about it.

and so, they started playing again. they started playing again. they started playing again. they started playing again.

and suddenly, they were alive again. they were alive again. they were alive again. they were alive again.

and so, they played. they played. they played. they played.
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entertainment & arts

"Canal Zone" a powerful study of Americans in Panama

FILM
By Ann Zuckerman

"Canal Zone" is the motion picture of Gloria
Swanson and John Barrymore. It's a great film
and I can see why it's a hit. The acting is per-
fect, the story is well-told, and the direction is
effective. But the real star is Gloria Swanson.
She brings life and energy to every scene. It's a
great film and I highly recommend it.

"Soap" washes TV believability

TELEVISION
By Allan Alexander

"Soap" is a new TV series that's gaining a lot of
talk. It's about a group of people who live in a
small town. The show is full of drama and
emotion, and it's really entertaining. But the
real star is the writing. The dialogue is sharp
and the storyline is well-developed.

Soap opera addicts get daily fix

LIFESTYLE
By Ann Zuckerman

Soap operas are a daily fixture in the lives of
many people. They provide a daily escape from
the stresses of everyday life. But the real star is
the actors. They bring life and emotion to
every scene. It's a great way to start the day.
“Stroszek a Ballad” bombs

MOVIES
In the States
Harry Stinson

Suffolk Scramble

Doobie Bros. singing on the fault line

RECORDS
In Japan

Adventures of a network exec

HUMOR
In John Tenre

LA ST WEEK’S ANSWER
Debaters to meet British; to follow British rules

Journalism Society seeks members

Ridgeway Building used in Primary Day voting

SGA elections

Beacon Box

NEW IDs

Think you can stop the tight end of the New England Patriots? Call Russ Francis at 482-6359.